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Abstract— Security is an important issue in the field of communication. During storing or transmission of data we have to take care 

of the confidentiality. The proposed work mainly deals with data hiding to enhance the security of data transmitted in a network. The 

Steganography which hides the existence of the message and the Cryptography which distort the message are combined. It is mainly 

employed for sending vital information in a secret way. Here we are discussing Adaptive Pixel Value Differencing technique as image 

Steganographic scheme whereas Advanced Encryption Standard is discussed as the Cryptographic scheme to encrypt the message. In 

APVD the image is divided into blocks and then data will be hidden. If we use simple pixel value differencing as embedding 

algorithm then there is a possibility that the resultant stego image may exceed the grey scale range of 0 to 255.This can affect the 

quality of stego image which in turn causes the observer to identify that a hidden communication is happening. The main objective of 

this proposed work is to enhance the quality of stego image and to increase the embedding capacity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Information security and privacy has become a growing concern since ancient times. Humans have continually sought new 

efficient secret ways to protect information. In the initial stage of communication numerous methods were used to protect the 

confidentiality of data. It includes usage of ink or chemicals, changing space or fonts etc. With the development of technology 

information hiding techniques came into existence to protect the secrecy of data. It involves techniques like Steganography, 

Encryption, and Watermarking. During data exchange, it is a basic request that only the intended recipient should be able to decipher 

the contents of the transmitted data. 

 The word Steganography is derived from the ancient Greek words ‗steganos’ and ‗graphia’[3]. The word Steganos means 

covered, whereas graphia means writing. Steganography is the field that gives a meaningful way of secure data being transmitted 

through an open channel without the attention of eavesdroppers.The word Cryptography is derived from the Greek word kryptos 

which means hidden. The Cryptography scrambles the data. As a result only authorized people can access it. The specific requirement 

of Cryptography includes authentication, privacy and integrity non-repudiation. 

 The data hiding using the combination of Steganography and Cryptography includes mainly involve two processes. They are 

Embedding process and Extracting process. The embedding process uses a cover image to embed the secret text data. The result thus 

obtained after embedding is then subjected to encryption. The extracting process is used to recover the secret text data from the stego 

image. Here we require an extraction algorithm. The mathematical formulas are given below: 
For embedding Process: 

        Cover Image +Secret text data+ Encryption algorithm=Stego Image 

For Extracting Process:   

        Encrypted Stego Image+ Decryption algorithm+ Extraction Algorithm=Secret Text Data 

Steganography can be used in a wide range of application areas such as, in defense organizations for safe circulation of secret 

data, in military and intelligence agencies and in smart identity cards where personal details are embedded in the photograph itself for 

copyright control of materials [2]. In medical imaging, patient‘s details are embedded within image providing protection of 

information and reducing transmission time and cost. The Cryptography also has got a wide range of applications including mp3 

protection in the networks, military applications etc. 

 

2. EXISTING METHOD 

Many Steganographic schemes and Cryptographic schemes are there. The classification of the Steganography depends on the 

cover object used. The cover object can be an image, audio, video etc. The common audio Steganographic schemes include Parity 
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coding, Phase encoding, Echo data hiding etc. If the cover object is an image the LSB insertion technique, PVD technique etc. is used. 

One of the most advanced Steganographic scheme is Adaptive Pixel value Differencing. It is an enhanced version of Pixel Value 

Differencing and so it overcomes the pitfalls of PVD technique. Various Cryptographic schemes are also there. It is generally 

classified as Public Key Cryptography and Private Key Cryptography. 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Steganography enable us to hide messages in the cover of something else. The embedding phase determines how the data can be 

embedded. This algorithm can be more or less advanced, ranging from simple least-significant bit (LSB) embedding in the spatial 

domain to bit scattering in the frequency domain. The actual hiding process starts with embedding bits of the message into the cover 

image. Most methods in use today are invisible to an observer's senses. But as the number of bits embedded increases the quality of 

stego image decreases. These expose the fact that hidden communication is happening. So, there are two important issues that must be 

considered during the embedding process. They are: 

(i) the decision of the number of bits that each pixel uses to embed message, and  

(ii) quality of the stego image 

Due to the above two reasons we can state that the Steganography simply cannot provide a secure data hiding. So we go for the 

combination of Steganography and Cryptography. 

4. PROPOSED METHOD  

The proposed method is a combination of two information hiding techniques. That is Steganography and Cryptography. The 

Adaptive Pixel Value Differencing which is an enhanced version of Pixel Value Differencing is used as the Steganographic scheme 

whereas Advanced Encryption Standard is used as the Cryptographic Scheme. Since encrypted messages are more difficult to 

differentiate effective private communication can be done easily. The Implementation involves mainly embedding and extracting 

process. 

The block diagram of the proposed method is as shown below. 

 
             Fig 1: Block Diagram 

The important operations involve secret data processing, cover image processing, data hiding, encryption and decryption. The 

information that the sender want to keep confidential is known as secret data. In such cases to keep it confidential some sort of 

security actions should be provided. The data can be in the form of a letter, word or character etc. The data processing involves 

processing of this secret data. It involves calculating the number of bits in the input data and converting it into binary. This binary data 

is used for embedding purpose. 

The cover image is one in which the secret data is hidden. The cover image should be a grey scale image. So the pixel size should 

be 256×256.If the pixel size is high we have to first bring it to this range. If the input image is a color image we have to first convert it 

into the grey scale range to use it as cover image.  

The data hiding is the process of hiding the data into the cover image and is done by APVD algorithm. The resultant image 

obtained after hiding the data is the stego image. This image is encrypted using AES. The AES scrambles the image. If unauthorized 
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people try to access it, they will get only stego image. As the quality of stego image is higher in APVD the existence of the data 

cannot be easily identified which in turn makes recovery difficult. 

5. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

To implement the process an input image is taken. If the image that we are taking is color then we have to convert it into grey 

scale. We have to take care of the size of the input image. Generally if the image exceeds the grey scale range the quality of stego 

image get affected and there is a chance of improper visualization. So in order to avoid such situations the range of the input image is 

limited. The input image is as shown below. The actual size is 160×160.We have to first convert this image into 256 × 256. For 

performing this operation we have an image resize function in MATLAB. 

 

 
Fig 2: Original Image 

 

In order to convert the input image into the greyscale range we have rgb2grey function in the MATLAB. After the execution of 

this command our image will be converted into grey scale range. This image is again splitted into blocks for embedding purpose. The 

resultant image is the cover image in which we are embedding the data. If we take a grey scale image as cover image the processing 

operations will be rather simple.  

 
       Fig 3:rgb2grey converted image 

The image that is used for embedding purpose is known as cover image or cover object. Here we are obtaining the secret data 

from the user. After receiving the data which is to be kept secret we have to first find out the number of bits in it. This data is 

converted into their corresponding binary values. Data which is in binary format is embedded into the cover image along with the 

hamming codes. The hamming codes enable us to reduce the error that occurs during embedding process. The resultant image 

obtained after embedding is known as stego image. 
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Fig 4: Stego Image 

 

After data embedding process encryption is done with AES algorithm. This enables as to scramble the stego image. The main 

characteristics of AES algorithm is its flexibility, simplicity and the reasonable cost. If intruders try to decrypt the resulting image, 

they will only get the stego image. To get the secret data they again have to make effort so that they can obtain it from the stego 

image. 

 

 
Fig 5: Encrypted Stego Image 

 

Even though the encryption reveals the existence of secret communication, it is difficult to obtain the data as we are employing a 

combination of Steganography and cryptography. 

 

6. CONCLUSION      

A combination of Steganographic scheme using Adaptive Pixel Value Differencing and Cryptographic scheme using AES is 

implemented using MATLAB The main disadvantage of pixel value differencing is that if the image exceeds grey scale range then it 

will result in the improper visualization of the stego image. This problem is also avoided here. The quality of stego image is also 

ensured.  In other Steganographic schemes, as the number of bits that are to be embedded increases, the error also increases abruptly. 

In this approach the error does not increase that much as the number of bits increases. Since the stego image is encrypted the intruder 

cannot easily obtain the data. The method presented here is applicable to all the image formats and is the one of the great success of 

this work. 
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